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Bridging Ages Annual Report    2020 
 
 
The first virtual Annual General Meeting held 
on 24th November 2020 demonstrated 
inclusivity and equal participation. The Annual 
General Meeting provided a fresh mandate 
and confidence. This was inspiring! 
  
The various adversities experienced globally 
through the COVID19 pandemic has affected 
everyone. We are firmly into 2021 but still 
feeling the effects of last year. Towards the 
latter of 2020, a second wave and series of 
lockdowns worldwide started, causing a 
slowdown in economic activities, job losses 
and trauma.  
 
In 2020, some of our members  witnessed and 
even actively engaged in supporting 
communities. Some organisations provided  
food hampers to part-time Time Travel 
employees whom have lost this income owing 
to the pandemic, drought and water crises in 
Northern Kenya, elections held in USA and 
Uganda and flooding in Izmir, Turkey. Many 
members living in these areas were  affected.  
  
We are also mindful that this health crisis is not 
over, and continues to affect our programme. 
Many of us were personally touched and we 
extend our condolences to each of you who 
lost relatives and friends.  
  
Early in 2020, Bridging Ages Board decided to 
turn the COVID 19 crisis into a catalyst 
for Change and Hope. The postponement of 
the international conference scheduled to take 
place in Turkey in September 2020 was beyond 
our control but the planning for 2021 is 
ongoing. We hope that the conference will 
take place  in October.. 

My first task after taking over as President, 
towards the latter part of 2019, was to review 
the historical practice, address sustainability 
and look at the areas of governance. The 
purpose was to consolidate, strengthen, and 
enhance the work of Bridging Ages. 
 
 Committees:  
Committees and Terms of Reference per 
Committee were developed. 
 
They included: 
1. Constitutional and Operations: 44 meetings. 
7 half-day meetings at Kalmar lans Museum. 
2. Capacity Building and Mentorship: 2 
meetings  
3. Communication: editorial, publicity and 
media coverage. 
4. Election committee 
5. Fund raising  
 
New Constitution:  
In developing the new constitution, the 
Constitution and Governance Committee has 
gone through many consultative processes, 
aligned with the requirements of Sweden’s 
practice. The adoption of the constitution at 
the virtual AGM was a major achievement. We 
thank the members for their robust 
engagement and interest. This year, 2021, will 
see us concluding the transitional phase as 
provided for in our newly adopted 
constitution. 
  
The Strategic Plan 2020-2022 
 This plan was adopted in the second half of 
2019. Aligned with the strategic plan is a yearly 
Action Plan.  
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The proposed Action Plan for 2021 will be 
discussed and adopted at the AGM. 
  
Core Values:  
In the spirit of consolidation and  growth, the 
Board adopted Core Values in its February 
2021 meeting- a process initiated in 2020. The 
Core Values are in essence the beliefs, 
philosophies, principles and our identity.  
  
In summary as it appears on the Bridging Ages 
website:  
 

“ We operate in terms of the core values 
of transparency, integrity, ethics, reliability, 

 embracing and respecting all cultures, 
treating people with dignity and respect.  

 
We uphold all Human Rights values.  

 
We are passionate about the work of Bridging 

Ages and are committed to our ongoing 
mission.” 

  
This also applies to language barriers. Over the 
years, Time Travel events, training and 
processes were held in different countries and 
language barriers were overcome through 
interpreters.  
 
Journal Articles, Publications, Newsletters 
and Bulletins 
 
- In fostering expansion and engagement, 
the Bridging Ages website was uploaded with 
articles on Applied Heritage and Time Travels 
from the Brazilian Anthropological/ 
Archaeological Journal Cadernos do 
LEPAARQ, published in December 2020. 
Special Thanks to the editor- Tiago Muniz and 
contributors 
 
- Newsletters: Three Newsletters in 2020 - 
June, Oct and Dec - were circulated on the 
emailing list.  
 
- Bulletins: Two Bulletins were issued in 
January and March 2020.  

 

- The first Publication on Time Travel Pioneers, 
planned in 2020 and published in Feb 2021, 

was well received. Hopefully, articles from all 
countries will fill the pages in a book.   
 
 
Bridging Ages Board  
President, Gulshera Khan, South Africa 
Vice President, Tina Lindström, Sweden 
Board members: Monica Mattbäck, Finland 
Scott Green, USA 
Steven Labarakwe, Kenya 
Douglas Muwonge, Uganda 
Agrita Ozola, Latvia 
Pille Rohtla, Estonia  
Hakan Adanir – Turkey 
Honorary President: Ebbe Westergren 
 
 
Meetings:  
There were 9 Board Meetings. Held on: 4 
March, 1 April, 5 May, 9 June, 25 August, 1 
October, 15 October,17 November and 10 
December. 
 
 
President’s office:  
This office is responsible for management and 
overarching guidance of Bridging Age’s 
developmental focus as an entity.  
 
 The year demanded intense focus and 
dedication. This was supported by Honorary 
President Ebbe Westergren.  
 
The President worked in close collaboration 
with Kalmar lans Museum. 
 
Office: 
 The administrative office is based in Kalmar 
County Museum, Sweden, as well as with the 
Vice President of BA, Tina Lindström. Linda 
Liljeberg provided secretarial services.  
 
The office in Kalmar assisted Bridging Ages 
with administration of the digital AGM, board 
meetings, newsletters, website and  mailing list 
communication. Also in networking and 
following the development in the wider sector 
of applied heritage. 
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Highlights from the countries: 
 
Sweden 
 Sweden’s approach to  managing the 
pandemic differed from many countries. 
Kalmar County Museum was able to conduct 
53 Time Travel activities supporting school 
educational programmes. The pandemic had a 
major impact on international programmes. 
They used the opportunity to  work online.  
 
In South Africa, about 50 institutions, both 
governmental and non-governmental 
organisations  use the Time Travel method as 
part of their programmes. There has been a 
unique achievement of managing a Time Travel 
held during  COVID19 lockdown at Old Prison, 
by Radikobo Ntsimane.  
 
A first internationally, Worcester- a town in the 
Western Cape hosted five different time 
travels in five consecutive days, co-ordinated 
by Andy Peterson from Bridging Ages Western 
Cape. Port Shepstone Twinning Association 
used the time during lockdown to complete 
the Time Travel Educational Manual. 
 
Estonia:  
Many of us, especially in the NGO sector are 
engaged as volunteers. So is Estonia. They 
were able to reach 3404 people both in Time 
Travel  events and  training . They have 
conducted the third national time travel event 
based on Tartu Peace Treaty in 1920. This is 
outstanding.  
 
USA/Canada 
Here too, programmes had been cancelled. 
What is fascinating to me and I am sure to us 
all, is  Time Travels and tour programmes in 
Skagway, Alaska. There maybe a possibility, if 
all goes well to host the next conference, after 
Turkey, in this part of the world. 
 
Latvia 
Tukums Musem is a leading institution in the 
national network of museum educators. This 
involves more than 80 museum educators and 

50 museums. They were engaged in a number 
of trainings. online lessons and preparation 
material  for teachers. Several Time Travels 
were hosted for schools. 
 
Kenya 
Bridging Ages Kenya ( BAK) is a network 
bringing together different institutions, like 
universities, schools and NGOs.  Bridging Ages 
Northern Kenya focuses mainly on community 
building activities. They are supporting  the 
Two Sisters school at Civicon community- over 
70 children are now attending school. They 
also engaged in a Rock Art  Research Project 
research around the Ndoto mountains. A 
national action plan was adopted for 2021 
activities. 
 
Turkey 
 Sadly,  our 16th Bridging Ages conference 2020  
had to be postponed.  The  Bridging Ages 
Conference Committee had  brought in many 
partners to host the BA conference. This is still 
intended for 2021. The pandemic is the 
determining factor if this will happen.  
 
There had been intense planning for an 
educational course on Time Travel between BA 
and Goperatif, mentored by Ebbe. Scheduled 
to co-incide with the conference. 
 
The Board, Kalmar lans Museum and Honorary 
President, Ebbe Westergren are thanked for 
their continuous support.  Finally, the support 
from the members has been phenomenal. 
Thank you 
 
Finally , as Nelson Mandela said: 
 
 “ What counts in life is not the mere fact that 
we have lived. It is what difference we have 
made to the lives of others that will determine 
the significance of the life we lead”   
 

I am Because We Are! 
 
Gulshera Khan- President 
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Country Reports 
 

Sweden 
 

 
 

Kalmar County Museum- Sweden
 
The COVID-19 pandemic has affected the work 
of Bridging Ages at the Kalmar county museum 
(KLM) in many ways. Since travelling has been 
impossible, a great deal of effort has been into 
adapting the activities to make them entirely 
digital. 
 
At Kalmar county museum there has been 
some change of staff during 2020 and this will 
continue through 2021 due to staff going on 
parental leave.  
 

 
 

We have hosted 56 time travel events in 
2020. 1 500 students. 

 
 
During the year, staff from Kalmar county 
museum has been involved in the following 
international Time Travel projects: 
 
Heritage, Integration and Social Cohesion, 
funded by Nordplus Adult 
 
During 2020 the work in the HISC project 
continued. This is a collaborative project with 
partners from Sweden, Norway, Finland, and 
Estonia. The overall goal is to pilot and develop 
methods for working with heritage as a tool for 
social cohesion. Because of the COVID-19 
pandemic, the project period was extended 
with six months. During early spring, all 
partners succeeded in piloting their methods 
and the results formed the foundation of a 
web-based course held in November. 
 
Sweden-Tanzania, funded by the Swedish 
Institute 
 
The ongoing project, “Alternative Rites of 
Passage in the fight against Gender Based 
Violence”, was completed and the Time Travel 
Method is now implemented in the two 
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partner organisations ELCT (Evangelical 
Lutheran Church in Tanzania) and CCT 
(Christian Council of Tanzania) as a tool to 
change norms and behaviours connected to 
gender-based violence. A new application was 
submitted and approved in 2020, to develop 
the Time Travel Method with song and dance 
to strengthen the situation for pastoralist girls. 
The local project partner is the organisation 
PIWOYOT based in Arusha. This project will 
take place during 2021. 
 
 
 

 
 
Crossroads, funded by Interreg South Baltic 
The Covid-19 pandemic had a major impact on 
the CROSSROADS project in 2020. Many of the 
Project Partners were not able to meet their 
intended target groups and implement their 
planned Time Travels. The project therefore 
applied for an extension and will now run until 
30thNovember2021. 
 
In 2020, the challenge has been to switch to 
digital meetings and activities. During the 
autumn, a digital cross-border Time Travel 
Seminar was held with the aim to inspire and 
give the participant a chance to exchange 
experiences about the Time Travel Method. As 
part of their training in the Time Travel 
Method, Project Partners from the National 
Museum in Gdansk visited Kalmar County 
Museum and took part in Time Travel Events. 
The visit is presented in an article in Bridging 
Ages’ Newsletter, October 2020. 

Dissemination 
 
As a continuation of the academic seminar 
held in Kalmar in 2019, participants from the 
seminar were invited to write articles to a 
special issue of the Brazilian academic journal 
“Cadernos do LEPAARQ”. (see the BA website).  
Kalmar county museum was invited to host a 
 seminar at the Swedish Human Rights-days on 
the topic heritage and place connected to 
human rights. The Human Rights days was 
postponed because of the COVID-19 pandemic 
and will take place virtual in April 2021. 
 
Kalmar county museum participated in the 
spring conference in February at The Nordic 
Centre of Heritage Learning and Creativity. 
During the conference KLM held a Time Travel 
to the future, where the participants faced the 
dual threats of climate change and economic 
depression.  
 
Bridging Ages Board 
 Represented by Vice president Tina Lindström   
 
Administration  

 Board meetings and minutes 

 Operational Planning meetings weekly 
focussed on the development of the 
constitution (Gulshera, Ebbe, Linda 
and Tina).  

 Management of website 

 Newsletters assistant and layout, 
supporting the President 

 Communication, the emailing list 

 Practical organization of the AGM 
/Zoom 

 

 
 
                                                Report By:-  Tina Lindström- Vice President of Bridging Age 
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South Africa 

 

 
 

                  Human Right Commemoration, Gamalakhe- Time Travel initiation 
 

 
President Elect 
The President of Bridging Ages, Gulshera Khan, 
is also a member of Port Shepstone Twinning 
Association, an NGO based in South Africa. She 
took office as the President of BA in Sept 2019. 
2020 up until the time of the report, the 
COVID-19 pandemic had disrupted 
programmes and projects. The focus shifted to 
the organisational development of Bridging 
Ages as an entity. Refer to the Annual Reports, 
website and newsletters.  
 
A milestone achievement as the first President 
from Africa. 
 
During 2020. South Africa went through 
various lockdown phases and extra curriculum  
activities were restricted. This remains at 
present in the year 2021. 
 
Nationally, around 50 or more museum 
organisations use the TT method in their 
outreach work. The two predominate NGO 
using the method are Bridging Ages Western 
Cape and Port Shepstone Twinning 
Association. There are smaller community- 
based organisations that also implement the 
Time Travel method. NGO focus is holistic: 
support education, social cohesion and 
community building, especially job creation,  
 

recording local history, and supporting local 
community business in prop procurement. 
 
 

Highlights 
 

Port Shepstone Twinning 
Association (NGO) 
 
 

COVID19 created the space to develop and 
finalise Time Travel and   Educational manual- 
100 pages: authors: Dr B Gounden, Gulshera 
Khan and Ebbe Westergren.  
 
The manual focusses on the educational 
theories underpinning the Time Travel 
method, the practical implementation and 
educational lesson plans. 
 
Four Time Travel events held at the beginning 
of 2020. 
 
Supported Port Shepstone Museum in their 
programme on “International Museum Day”  
and careers in Marine and Ecology. Developed 
a “ mock” Time Travel as part of the training. 
 
15 job opportunities were created during Time 
Travel events- Time Travel facilitators, Artists, 
Traditional bead makers, Carpenters, 
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Musicians. Included are prop and site 
maintenance. 

 
Total reached in the first three months: 409 
(museum) and 179 = 588 participants 

 

 
KwaZulu-Natal (KZN) Museum 

Service 
 

Report by Radikobo Ntsimane 
 
 

 
 
 
The KwaZulu-Natal Department of Arts and 
Culture has 40 Museums affiliated to it. 
 
Through Museum Services, the Department 
also provides Museums with professional and 
technical assistance in terms of Research, Arts 
Studio, Conservation, Research, Collections 
Management and Events, Marketing & 
Outreach projects. 
 
 
KZN Museum Service 
Time Travel held during COVID19 lockdown. 
 

 
 

This was held at the Old Prison situated in 
Pietermaritzburg, South Africa. It is an official 
heritage site and within its’ walls is both a 
National Monument and a museum 
documenting some of South Africa's diverse 
history. 
 
The Time Travel back to 1959 commemorated 
16 Days of Activism against violence directed 
towards women and children, promoted every 
year in November/ December. 
 
The imprisonment of women of Ixopo in 1959, 
who protested the magistrate’s reduction and 
enforced dipping of their livestock, low salaries 
of Black men and unemployment, was chosen 
to be a lesson of Dialogue in Session after the 
event the Time Travel. The local doctor 
Margaret Mncadi had realized that there were 
serious socioeconomic problems facing 
women in the area. 
 
The lessons learnt are the fact that in a 
patriarchal society the women do not have 
enough vocabulary to express clearly how they 
feel excluded and violated. In the reflection 
after the event, a list of common English words 
related to violence and abuse were put down 
on a newsprint and Zulu equivalents written 
next to them. From the dialogue, it was also 
sadly clear that there were still men who 
strongly believe that women are not equal to 
them in society. More and more Time Travels 
are needed on the theme of gender equality. 
Women were encouraged to speak out against 
even the smallest of abuses. 
 

 

Bridging Ages     
Western Cape  
     ( NGO) 

 
 
           Report by: Andy Peterson 
 
Five different Time Travel in five days in 
Worcester – a first at international level. 
 
In February 2020, the town of Worcester, in 
the Western Cape of South Africa, celebrated 
two hundred years of its establishment as a 
town. Abundant with game and wild birds, and 
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first inhabited by San hunters and Khoi 
farmers, many European farmers started 
settling along the Breede River Valley in the 
early 1700s. During the British occupation of 
South Africa, the Cape Colony expanded as 
European settlers moved towards the interior 
of the region. Farm plots were being sold off in 
the area, and in February 1820 Worcester 
came into being, comprised of 144 erven 
(plots) being auctioned to those who could 
afford the price while the indigenous people of 

the region were excluded from erven 
ownership.  
As part of the week-long celebrations, Bridging 
Ages Western Cape participated by having five- 
time travels, with different scenarios on each 
day starting Monday 23rd and continuing to 
Friday 27th of February. The time travel 
themes and scenarios depicted five important 
historic events that had an impact on the 
development of Worcester as a town and the 
effects it had on the people living in the area. 
 

 
Day 1: A time travel on the 1913 Natives Land 
Act, which resulted in land taken from local 
black inhabitants, and prohibiting ownership 
of land an ongoing issue today. 
 
Day 2: The day before the opening of the 
Drostdy School in 1911 
 
Day 3: The opening of the railway connection 
to Worcester in 1877.  
 

 
Day 4: The day before the final abolition of 
slavery on 1st December 1838. 
 
Day 5: We travelled to a day before 29 
February 1820, the day of the establishment of 
the town and the auctioning of erven in town. 

 
A total of 435 persons were engaged in this 
programme 
 
To view the full article- read Bridging Ages 
Newsletter- October 2020 
 
Reports from Heritage Organisations, viz 
Museums focus during COVID19 pandemic 
time were on research, documentation, and 
revamping of museum displays. Some 
museums responded by recording the voices 
and experiences on how the pandemic has 
affected families and communities. 
 
Gulshera Khan 
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Estonia 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                      
 
The people conducting Time Travels in Estonia are volunteers, primarily teachers and museum 
employees. The leading organizations are the Estonian History and Civic Teachers Association and the 
Estonian National Museum.  
 
We have a FB group - “„Ajarännak“ where we 
share information about trainings and Time 
Travels. 
 
In the year 2020 we also conducted Time 
Travels at Tallinn University (on 13.10 and 
09.11, see more below). 
 
The following is a list of our national activities. 
 
About 3404 people participated in Time 
Travels and trainings in 2020. In February and 
beginning of March the 3rd national Time 
Travel event took place, “The Tartu peace 
treaty in 1920”. More than 3100 people, 
mainly students from all over Estonia 
participated. The number of participants was 
lower than expected, due to the corona virus.  

 
Historical background:  
 
The Tartu peace treaty was formed on 02.02 
1920 between the Republic of Estonia and 
Soviet Russia. The treaty ended the 
Independence war, in which Estonia had 
prevailed and secured its independence from 
Soviet Russia. The Tartu peace treaty is one of 
the most important political deals in the 
history of this country. 

 
This Time Travel event focused on soldiers and 
“Ühistöö” girls. The scenario mentions how 
girls have been helping the young men at the 
front throughout the war: giving them food  
and clothes, knitting socks and gloves and 
warm underwear, providing medical aid in the 
hospitals. Despite a ceasefire being declared, 
the young men stayed in their barracks, ready 
to fight. In the Time Travel event, the girls are 
making their final preparations before meeting 
with the boys: cooking delicious food, crafting 
welcome cards, and practicing dance moves. 
 
The boys are training, reading letters and 
newspapers from home and talking about their 
plans for the future. After more than a month 
of negotiations between Estonia and Soviet 
Russia, the peace treaty was signed. The boys 
and girls all meet up, they eat and drink, dance, 
read and discuss the content of the peace 
treaty and reflect on the future – whether or 
not this peace between Estonia and Soviet 
Russia will last. 
 
The last training day for teachers and 
instructors for the 1920 Time Travel took place 
on 14.01 in Tartu. About 50 people 
participated (previous trainings in 2019: 
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introducing the Time Travel method, historical 
facts, and scenario writing). 
 
During the autumn months of 2020 we began 
preparing for the next national Time Travel 
event, to the year 1991, when the 
independence of Estonia was restored. This 
national Time Travel event will take place in 
September 2021. 
 
On 13.10.2020, in co-operation with Tallinn 
University, the first training for the Time Travel 
event to 1991 took place. In this training we 
introduced the Time Travel method and 
conducted a Time Travel event to the year 
1980. 40 people participated in the training. 
 
On 09.11.2020 the second training took place, 
also in co-operation with Tallinn University. 
The participants were acquainted with the 
political and social background of the year 
1991, by persons who were active at the time. 
Again about 40 participants. 
 
The final writing and dry-run of the scenario 
will happen in the first months of 2021. 
Other activities: 

 
- 02.10.2020. A Time Travel event to 

1961 at Kilingi – Nõmme Gymnasium 
(Western Estonia), about 100 
participants.  

 
- 05.10.2020. The International Club 

Event took place at the Estonian 
National Museum, Time Travel to 
1869, 24 participants. 

- 10.11.2020. In co-operation with 
Tallinn City Museum, two Time Travels 
to the year 1980. About 50 
participants.  
 

-  
 

Pille Rohtla – Board member 

 

        U.S.A/Canada 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
The COVID-19 pandemic continues to nullify 
the possibility of Time Travels in the U.S. and 
Canada for the foreseeable future. Donna 
Larsen and I are working on setting up some 
Time Travel workshops in Dawson City, Yukon 
Territory, Canada for late summer. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Scott Green 
  
 A venue for the final Time Travel has been 
secured- the fabulous Palace Theatre. We have  
applied for funding, including the hiring of 
student interns and await confirmation 
(March).  
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Donna and I are also working on setting up 
some Time Travels and tour programs in 
Skagway, Alaska, but the cancellation of 
certain cruise line journeys and the closing of 
Canadian ports has severely impacted this 
cruise ship-reliant town. We are working with 
the U.S. National Park Service on alternatives.  
 
U.S./Canada Bridging Ages will soon begin 
working on setting up the 2022 conference.  
 
Scott Green -Secretary of Bridging Ages

  

Latvia  

 
 

Tukums Museum 
 

Tukums museum represents the International 

organization Bridging Ages in Latvia and is a 

leading institution in the national network of 

museum educators, which was established in 

2017 and involves already more than 80 

museum educators from about 50 museums. 

A highlight of the year 2020 was a Summer 

seminar for 35 museum educators that was 

held at Turaida Museum Reserve, on August  

 

 

 

24-25. The seminar “What do I do? Why? 

How?” was devoted to specific approaches 

used in adult education. Participants got an 

introduction into theoretical framework and 

were acquainted with best practices in work of 

the Turaida Museum Reserve. The seminar was 

held in cooperation with the Promotional 

Society of Museology in the Baltic countries. 

Because of COVID 19, there were many 

changes in museum education. Because 

museums and other cultural institutions were 

closed on March 12, 2020, museum educators 
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started to plan other activities. This process 

has resulted in a variety of online programs, 

even online lessons created by museum 

educators and teachers together, for instance 

at Cēsis History museum. Some museums 

developed online games on cultural heritage 

issues.  

Other museums, including Tukums museum, 

prepared additional material for teachers for 

use in online lessons. There was a big variety of 

outdoor activities, including Time Travels, all 

around Latvia during summertime. For 

example, Tukums museum offered several 

Time Travel events for schools in the early 

autumn.  

 

 

The most popular were: “Let’s experience 

1905” and “Time Travel to 1919” as well as 

“Luise’ Water Crawlers” and Time Travels at 

Pastariņš museum.  

 

 

 

 

A training course “Some conditions in writing 

of successful project applications” was 

organized by Tukums museum in cooperation 

with Ventspils museum in February. A training 

course was also held for museum employees at 

Tukums museum, to develop their 

competences and elaborate new products for 

students. 

Seminars for history teachers in cooperation 

with the Regional Association of History 

teachers were held by many museums, 

including the Tukums museum. As an example, 

Tukums museum had a workshop for all history 

teachers of the region in August. Tukums 

museum has developed a new approach, 

combining distance learning and individual 

consultations for teachers of visual arts, 

considering all the restriction. 

There were about 600 different activities 

available for schools in 2020 but not all of them 

could be held because of restrictions. Latvian 

Museum Association continues to work on a 

new online platform for museums to bring 

museums and schools together for the use of 

the national program “Latvian School Bag”.  

This tool will help teachers to find the right 

program and museums will find information 

about the needs of schools. Time Travels in 

different forms will probably become more 

popular in 2021 because there are indications 

that outdoor activities in smaller groups could 

be allowed after vaccinations become 

available.  

 

     Agrita Ozola
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                                                     Kenya 

 

 
Ndoto Mountains 

 
Bridging Ages Kenya (BAK) is the Kenya chapter 

for Bridging Ages International (BA) formed in 

2011 and with membership in 5 main 

institutions ,viz: 

Kenyatta University, National Museums of 

Kenya, Maseno University, TIKAH, and selected 

primary and secondary schools in Kisumu 

town) across six counties in Kenya.  

As composed currently, BAK is a network 

bringing together different Bridging Ages 

Teams. 

The key highlights in the BAK calendar include 

Maseno University chapter and all other 

chapters have not held meetings with students 

or other members because of the COVID 19 

protocols but hopes to hold meetings with 

student who are off-campus later through 

zoom to jumpstart discussions on activities  

that need to be given priority when students 

and the whole country opens for face to face 

activities in September 2021. 

 

Bridging Ages in northern Kenya focuses 

mainly on community building activities. They 

are currently involved in supporting the  Two 

Sister's school at Civicon community. There are 

over 70 children going to the school. 

 

They are also doing a Samburu Rock Art project 

around Ndoto mountains, together with 

Linnaeus University, Sweden. 

 

1. BAK has so far had virtual meetings to 

chart the way for national activities. The 

following achievements have been made: 

 

a) The national constitution has been 

ratified for use and implementation 

b) A national action plan adopted for 

2021 activities 

c) A national BAK Funds Mobilization 

Committee elected to spearhead 

mobilization of funds at national level 

and carry out proposal writing for 

funding of activities at national level 

d) Set in place membership fee for 

individuals and institutions operating 

under BAK 
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2. Complete the registration of BAK as an 

NGO to cover all chapter organizations 

 

With the opening of the virtual space, BAK 

feels the vast distance across membership 

organisations has closed up and made 

members more accessible to each other 

through zoom and WhatsApp. 

 

Steven Labarakwe, Bridging Ages Board 

member  writes on the development of the 

School 

 

“After another visit to Sweden and Two Sisters’ 

Church in Kalmar a few years ago, this church 

became involved in building a new school in a 

small desert village, Civicon, 130 kilometres 

north of Ngurunit. The village had evolved next 

to the office of a company constructing a road 

to a big windmill farm. When the company left 

the area, 600 people, including 200 children 

were still around, but without any services.  

 

Two Sisters’ Church decided to support the 

building of a school, with teachers and school. 

The community set up a school committee. The 

school started in January 2019 with about 50 

four to five year old children. Two local 

teachers were employed, and the children 

were served a meal every day. The women in 

the community, mostly illiterate, began 

attending the school in the afternoons and 

were taught reading and writing skills by a local 

volunteer. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 In March 2020, the Two Sisters’ School, 

elementary and primary education, was 

inaugurated. The whole community was 

engaged in this inauguration. There were 

visitors from neighbouring villages and even a 

group from Two Sisters’ Church in Sweden. 

This was a historical day for Civicon, giving 

hope for the future and establishing a 

landmark for the development of the 

community. The partnership with external 

organizations like Bridging Ages, Kalmar county 

museum, Linnaeus University, Two Sisters’ 

Church have given inspiration and support to 

local organizations and communities in 

northern Kenya. Through education and 

development, people have widened their 

perspectives and have learned to accept 

changes in life” 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Mildred Ayere 
Kenya Chapter 

President 
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Turkey 

Giresun Island 
 
In 2020 the planning for the 16th annual 
Bridging Ages international conference in Ordu  
and Giresun continued. This was coordinated 
by Bridging Ages in Turkey and GOPERATIF (the 
Black Sea Ecological and Cultural Heritage 
Association) (www.goperatif.org) and hosted 
by Ordu Metropolitan Municipality and 
Giresun University. The call for papers was 
circulated in March 2020.  
 
Unfortunately, the conference had to be 
postponed due to the COVID19 pandemic. The  
planning is now to host the conference in 
October 2021. 
 
Time Travel training course in Giresun/Ordu, 
connected to the conference 
 
This course was published in the EU School 
Education Gateway Platform as a cooperation 
between Bridging Ages and Goperatif. The 
target groups are educators in schools, adult 
education, universities and museums, that can 
apply for funding through the Erasmus+ 
program.  
 
The course is planned for 10-22 October 2021, 
the first week including the Time Travel 
method in theory and practice; the second  
 

 
week focusing on the Bridging Ages 
international conference. 
 
Goperatif has also made two Time Travel 

funding proposals to TÜBITAK (Scientific and 

Technological Research Council of Turkey), one 

is ”Historical Site Science House” in Izmir for 

high school teachers and another called ”Time 

Travels at every school” targeting 30 teachers 

in Science, Social studies and Turkish, planned 

to take place in Giresun/ Ordu.  

 

The Time Travel events on Giresun Island had 

to be cancelled this year because of the 

pandemic.  

 

 
Hakan Adanir, ( centre) the BA Board member 
was elected treasurer of Bridging Ages.  
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Finland 

                              City of Vaasa

2020 was in Finland, like in the rest of the 

world, unusual because of the pandemic. The 

restrictions prohibited us from doing physical 

Time Travels. So, we needed to find another 

way to reach our audience. Already in the 

spring, the Ostrobothnian Children’s Culture 

Network BARK created two digital Time 

Travels, one for grade 6 to the year 1807 and 

one to grade 8 with the theme the Homefront 

1943.  

The digital theme continued in the autumn 

when the planning for the digital Time Travel in 

escape room-format started. This had the 

theme emigration and would be launched in 

February 2021. 

During the year, trainings on the Time Travel 

method with different focus groups in Finland 

were held digitally. As a partner in the 

Nordplus project “Heritage, Identity and Social 

cohesion” we also did the finishing course  

 

online presenting method on heritage 

education and Time Travels in working with 

marginalized groups and immigrants.  

5324 people took part digitally in our programs 

during 2020.  

Annina Ylikoski 

 

Filming of the digital Time Travel in escape 

room format in November 2020. 
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